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 ????? Related Discussions I have phone screen is cracked and is almost always dirty (I clean it every two days) but I also noticed that when I just touch it, it is heating. I was wondering if you have found any way to prevent this. I guess it could be related to the original firmware, but I am not quite sure.Can you... When I connect the Galaxy Ace GT-S5830I, to my PC, the phone does not appear. I tried
all the options in the boot menu but the phone does not appear. When I turn the phone off and on, the phone appears in the list.What should I do to solve this problem? I want to repair my galaxy ace but i have problem to get my phone i get a error E: Failure to start recovery.I download the file, but when I open the ROM it does not do anything, please help. Samsung Galaxy Ace GT-S5830I phone
stuck in recovery mode and can't exit... I have Samsung Galaxy Ace GT-S5830I. And I have a problem with the phone that it is stuck in recovery mode and I can't exit it. I can't do anything with the phone. I really don't know how to exit it. I have already tried to reset the phone many times. I was using Ubuntu 12.04.I'm stuck... I have Samsung Galaxy ace GT-S5830I phone. I tried to install original

firmware through fastboot but it gives an error error as it is unable to execute file. It is not even opening the file. I have installed the twrp and the root file but it is not working. Please help me with the... Whenever I try to install an application with the TWRP recovery it ends up crashing while booting the device and takes me to the recovery mode and every time I boot up the phone I have to root my
phone and install an application again. GSM and CDMA network doesn't work. DSC and camera do not work. Hello, I have Samsung galaxy ace GT-S5830I I am currently experiencing some problems with my phone 1. Whenever I tried to access the recovery mode, It takes me to the boot screen which is the black screen with the light gray symbols on the top left corner, after booting up, it directly

closes the phone... I have a very popular phone Galaxy ace GT- 82157476af
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